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Deadie was so angry that he rolled his eyes and couldn’t speak. He wanted to be unconscious but he was always in high spirits.

He clearly felt the pain in his body and the loss of his life.

Brielle was too ruthless.

She deliberately let him stay awake and let him suffer.

Brielle looked around and walked to a small tree with a katana in her hand..

She raised her katana and waved it. The tree was cut off about a meter from the ground.

She also cut off the branches on the roots.

Then, she looked at Tana and Lov and smiled. The young man has to stand up. He is not at the age of lying down. Help him

stand Let him sit here, and he can continue to stand.”

up.

Tana and Lov paused for a few seconds before they understood what she meant.

There was a hint of complexity in their eyes as they looked at Brielle.

Tana felt that she was already abnormal enough, but compared to Brielle, she was still inferior…

Tana and Lov went to lift Deadie up.

Lov cleanly tore off all the fabric beneath Deadie.

“No… no… no!”

Deadie could tell what they wanted to do, and he cried out in fear.

However, Tana and Lov completely ignored his shouts.

Deadie wanted to struggle, but he could no longer exert any strength.

Soon, he was targeted and placed on it.

In order to freeze him, Lov even pressed him down.

“Ah-

The heart–wrenching pain made Deadie scream even more miserably.

Then, Tana and Lov mercilessly removed Deadie’s arm.

This time, Deadie could no longer struggle. He could only sit on the wooden stake in despair.

He could feel lns body sinking bit by bit.

The indescribable pain continued to assault him, making him want to die immediately.

But now, he couldn’t even kill himself!

He could only sit on the wooden stake, feeling his body sink bit by bit until it was pierced.

At this moment, he finally regretted.

He should not have begged Brielle for mercy.

To fall into the hands of Brielle, death was not the most terrible, living was hell!

Death, on the contrary, was a kind of relief.

He originally had a chance to be free, but he chose a path that was worse than death.

After watching for a while and making sure that he could not break free, Brielle jumped on the back of the big white tiger and set

off again.

In the viewing room.

Toofucker trembled with anger. “I originally thought that the torture from before was enough. I didn’t expect Brielle to come up

with such a vicious method to torture Deadie!”

“She is scarier than the devil!”

The mustached man said darkly. Toofucker, don’t be angry. You can punish her tomorrow.”

“That Brielle is so cruel. She is even more ruthless to Baga’s Fukuyu. We must avenge her!”

“Tomorrow, we will be able to vent our anger!”

The hatred in their eyes gradually became excitement..

In Oscus‘ live broadcast room.

[What’s going on? Didn’t the director say that the entire process was broadcast live? Why do you always cut off the broadcast

halfway?]

[Sister E asked the director to shut it up. Looking at Sister E’s posture, she wants to abuse Deadie and doesn’t want the camera

to take a picture, so she asked the director to turn off the broadcast, right?]

[Brielle is really cruel. She shot someone with an arrow without even frowning. If she cuts off the live broadcast, she will definitely

be more ruthless. That’s why she doesn’t dare to let us see. This kind of person is too scary. I suggest that when she returns to

the country, the police will directly arrest her and put her in jail. Otherwise, she will definitely do something harmful to society.]

[In Wilderness Survival, when I saw her, I felt that she had a tendency to be violent. She would hit people whenever she wanted.

Now, she goes to Noglia which is in chaos due to the law, thus she is no longer bound by the law. She is even more violent.

According to what she has done in the program, it is enough to sentence her.]

[I also support the police to control Brielle. Violence is addictive. Even if Brielle is not breaking the law by using violence on

Noglia, it will magnify the desire for violence in her heart. It is a great threat to ordinary citizens!]

[These people, you are too ridiculous. When Sister E was plotted against, why didn’t you speak for her? Sister E is just making a

reasonable counterattack!]

[I am really going to be angered to death by some mentally retarded people. The existence of idiots like you will affect the

society, transmitting bad information, and affecting the thoughts of the next generation. You like to think about the society so

much, so you might as well end yourself for the society!]

[Look, look. A group of brainless fans has been affected by Brielle. Their probability of committing a crime is definitely higher than

the average person. I suggest that they be strictly controlled!]

In the quarrel of netizens, the live broadcast room was turned on again.

At this time, Brielle had continued to travel. There was no trace of Deadie around her, but the netizens were still arguing.

Some people speculated that Brielle had killed Deadie. The previous Fukuyu might have been killed by her. They asked Ocean

City to make Brielle a criminal. When she returned, she would be arrested.]

Another group of netizens scolded them, saying that they had not seen Brielle kill people with their own eyes and could not

speak nonsense.

Moreover, even if Brielle really killed them, that was in Noglia. They had signed a contract, and everything Brielle did was legal.

They could not use Oscus‘ law to deal with what happened in other countries. It was enough to follow the law of which

country.

Moreover, Fukuyu and Deadie also hurt Brielle. If Brielle was like the group of people SJW, then the one who was in trouble was

Brielle.

In this noisy argument, the program came to the fourth day.

In the forest, Brielle, Tana, and Lov continued on their way after breakfast.

At the same time, John and the others, who had rested for a night, woke up and returned to the viewing room.

They were in a particularly good mood today, and all of them had excited expressions on their faces.

John immediately handed the director an order, telling him to immediately tell Jebl about their arrangements.

He also asked the director to arrange for people to send the medicine into the forest.

At this time, Jebl was about 80 kilometers away from Brielle.

After his sneak attack failed yesterday, he had planted adrenaline all the way and was afraid that Brielle would catch up to him.

Last night, the director had already told him what happened to Fukuyu and Deadic through his earphones.

Just listening to it made his hair stand on end.

Brielle was too brutal. He could not fall into the hands of Brielle, so he desperately tried to distance himself from Brielle.

His body, which was already very tired, did not dare to stop to rest after hearing what happened to Fukuyu and Deadie. There

were many blisters on his feet, and he did not dare to stop.

It was better to be tired than dead.

Because of his high–intensity travel, he had crossed the forest that originally needed at least a week to finish only on the fourth

day. He arrived in front of a wide river.

There were only five people who came with him to the river. He gave them adrenaline and let them run over with him.

As for the others, they were abandoned by him, leaving them to fend for themselves.

There were no boats by the river, and players needed to make bamboo rafts to cross the river.

But even if there were wooden rafts, it was very dangerous.

Because there were crocodiles in the river.

If he wasn’t careful, he would become the crocodile’s food.

Ten years ago, he crossed the river with a few contestants. During that time, crocodiles swam towards them. He pushed a few

people down the river and fed them to the crocodiles. The crocodiles had no time to care about him, so he crossed the river

safely.

He brought these five people to deal with the crocodiles in the river!
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